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S U M M A R Y
Eikonal tomography has become a key approach to image lithospheric structures with surface
waves recorded by dense regional arrays. Its main advantage is that phase velocities can
be determined directly from phase measurements without resolving a tomographic inverse
problem. Here, we apply a new smoothing spline eikonal tomography approach to a selection
of 40 large (Mw larger than 6.5) teleseismic events recorded by the permanent seismic stations
of the CEArray. We first apply a time–frequency filter to isolate the fundamental mode of
Rayleigh waves and cross-correlate the cleaned and isolated surface wave records to measure
precise relative traveltimes. The phase measurements are then unwrapped and corrected for
cycle skipping. Finally, we derive phase-velocity maps from the gradient of the reconstructed
traveltime fields, using the eikonal equation. We obtain finely resolved phase-velocity maps
from 25 to 150 s period that are inverted to obtain a 3-D shear wave velocity model which is
in good agreement with previous tomographic studies. The lithospheric architecture emerging
from the phase-velocity maps and 3-D S-wave velocities correlates with surface geology
and major tectonic provinces. In particular, the architecture of the narrow rift systems, the
South China Craton, and the North China Craton (NCC) are revealed with unprecedented
details. The South China Craton is characterized by very high velocities beneath the Sichuan
Basin. The NCC shows more complex structures with two high-velocity anomalies beneath
the Ordos Basin and the southeastern NCC and low-velocity anomalies beneath the Cenozoic
rift systems.

Key words: Image processing; Seismic tomography; Surface waves and free oscillations;
Cratons.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The present-day tectonic evolution of eastern Asia is driven by the
Pacific plate subduction to the east and the India-Asia continen-
tal collision to the west. The Mesozoic–Cenozoic destruction of
the lithosphere in eastern China (Menzies et al. 1993; Griffin et al.
1998; Menzies & Xu 1998; Wu et al. 2005) and the Cenozoic rise of
the Tibetan Plateau (TP, Yin & Harrison 2000; Yin 2006) are the two
most significant recent tectonic events. As the major part of eastern
Asia, central and eastern China are composed of Precambrian cra-
tonic blocks and large Phanerozoic orogenic belts, such as the North

China Craton (NCC) in the north, the South China Craton (SCC) in
the south, the Qinling–Dabie orogenic Belt (QD) between the NCC
and SCC, and the Tibetan–Himalayan orogenic system in the west.
Inside the NCC, two major Archean and Palaeoproterozoic blocks
(the WNCC and ENCC) are separated by a Palaeoproterozoic oro-
gen (the Trans North-China Orogen, TNCO), with a transition that
is strongly expressed in both topography and gravity (Fig. 1). The
amalgamation of the ENCC and WNCC along the SW–NE trending
TNCO resulted in the cratonization of the NCC (Zhao et al. 2005).
The SCC consists of the late Archean to Palaeoproterozoic Yangtze
Craton (YZC) to the northwest and the Neoproterozoic Cathyasia
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Figure 1. (a) Topographic and (b) gravity maps of continental China with major tectonic boundaries represented by grey lines. The abbreviations design
Western North China Craton (WNCC), TNCO, Eastern North China Craton (ENCC), Bohai Basin (BHB), OB, QD, YZC, Cathaysia Block (CB), Qilian
Orogenic Belt (QL), Songpan-Ganzi Terrane (SGT), Qiang-tang Terrane (QT), Lhasa Terrane (LT), Sichuan Basin (SCB) and Tanlu Fault (TLF).

Block (CB) to the southeast. The two blocks collided and merged
into the SCC during the Neoproterozoic (Zhao & Cawood 1999,
2012; Fig. 1).

By the end of 2007, a new digital seismic monitoring system
aggregated the different provincial seismic networks (Zheng et al.
2010). Hereafter we will refer to this permanent nationwide array
as the CEArray, following Zhou et al. (2012). Central and eastern
China are the most densely covered regions (Fig. 2). Many tomo-
graphic studies have exploited the CEArray records to image crustal
and mantle structure with body waves (e.g. Liang et al. 2004; Huang
& Zhao 2006, and references therein) as well as surface waves (e.g.
Feng & An 2010; Li et al. 2013b; Xu et al. 2013; Pandey et al.
2014, and references therein). These studies have greatly improved
our understanding of the tectonic history of eastern Asia, but many
controversial problems remain open. For example, whereas the SCC
and NCC are both Archean cratons, the former is very stable but the
latter is characterized by a very active seismicity. Different models
have been proposed to explain the evolution and destruction of the
NCC (Zhu et al. 2012; Sheldrick et al. 2020; Xia et al. 2020). Dis-
criminating these different models requires tomographic images of
lithospheric structures with a finer resolution than currently avail-
able.

The main purpose of this study is to obtain finely resolved phase-
velocity maps (25–150 s) and 3-D shear wave model of conti-
nental China. We use an improved version of eikonal tomography
(Chevrot & Lehujeur 2022) that exploits the phase of Rayleigh
waves recorded by the CEArray. The method consists in measuring
phase velocities from the gradient of the phase surface reconstructed
from smoothing spline interpolation of phase measurements at the
position of the stations. Because eikonal tomography avoids re-
solving a tomographic inverse problem, it is thus both simpler to
implement and more robust than classical tomographic approaches.
In addition, it requires less regularization constraints such as damp-
ing and smoothing, which inevitably degrade the spatial resolution
of tomographic images. The critical issues become data selection
and phase measurement.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief descrip-
tion of eikonal tomography in Section 2. We then detail our data
selection and phase measurement procedures in Section 3, as well
as our method to unwrap these phase measurements and reconstruct

Rayleigh wave fronts across China. In Section 4, we describe our
smoothing spline interpolation scheme performed in spherical co-
ordinates. Using the eikonal equation, the reconstructed phase fields
are exploited to obtain phase-velocity maps for periods between 25
and 150 s. In Sections 5 and 6, we invert the phase-velocity maps
into a 3-D S-wave model. In Sections 7 and 8, we present interpreta-
tions of the newly resolved model, and discuss several implications
of our results.

2 E I KO NA L T O M O G R A P H Y:
M E T H O D O L O G Y

This section summarizes the relevant aspects of eikonal tomogra-
phy. For further details, we refer the reader to Lehujeur & Chevrot
(2020a,b). In a smoothly varying Earth model, the displacement
of a single surface wave mode at a single frequency satisfies the
Helmholtz equation (e.g. Tromp & Dahlen 1992; Wielandt 1993):

1

c2
= ∇T 2 + �A

ω2 A
, (1)

where c is the local Love or Rayleigh wave phase velocity, T and A
are respectively the phase and amplitude, ω the angular frequency
and � the Laplacian operator. Therefore, if the phase and ampli-
tude fields of surface waves are known, the phase velocity can
be directly derived from the Helmholtz equation. The amplitude
correction term involves the Laplacian of the amplitude, which is
challenging to compute. However, Lehujeur & Chevrot (2020a,b)
have demonstrated that phase velocities can be derived from the
eikonal equation (Lin et al. 2009)

1

c2
= ∇T 2 (2)

by averaging the results obtained with different wave fronts arriving
from different backazimuths. Eikonal tomography is thus simpler
to implement because it does not require the amplitude correction
term and because it does not involve resolving a tomographic in-
verse problem. In addition, it also avoids imposing regularization
constraints on the model, which can potentially degrade the spatial
resolution. The critical steps become the data selection and the re-
construction of the traveltime surfaces from a discrete number of
phase measurements performed at the station positions.
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Figure 2. (a) Teleseismic events used in this study. Focal depths are represented by coloured circles and great-circle ray paths to the array centre by grey lines.
(b) Broad band (red triangles) and SP (blue triangles) station distribution.

Recent applications of eikonal tomography relied on splines in
tension to reconstruct traveltime surfaces by spatial interpolation
(e.g. Lin et al. 2009; Lin & Ritzwoller 2011; Feng & Ritzwoller
2019). However, splines in tension impose that phase measure-
ments are matched exactly at the station positions. This can pro-
duce spurious oscillations in the interpolated traveltime surfaces,
especially if the station distribution is uneven with large varia-
tions of interstation distances. In addition, the zero-curvature phase
boundary condition may not necessarily be consistent with the
wave equation. For these reasons, Chevrot & Lehujeur (2022) pro-
posed to use smoothing splines to reconstruct the traveltime sur-
faces. Smoothing splines search for the best compromise between
fitting the observed phase and the wave equation. With this ap-
proach, robust and stable phase-velocity maps are obtained after
∼20 wave fronts arriving from different azimuths. Adding more
events did not significantly change the final average phase-velocity
maps.

In this study, we apply the smoothing spline interpolation method
of Chevrot & Lehujeur (2022) to the Rayleigh waves generated by 40
large teleseismic events recorded by the dense CEArray. Because the
region considered in this study, continental China, is quite large, we
used the modified version of their algorithm expressed in spherical
coordinates. The different steps involved in our implementation of
eikonal tomography are described in the next section.

3 DATA P RO C E S S I N G A N D P H A S E
M E A S U R E M E N T

Seismic data used in this study come from the CEArray, which
comprises medium-band (cut-off period of 20, 40 and 60 s), broad-
band (cut-off period of 120 s) and ultra broad-band stations (cut-off
period of 360 s, collectively referred to as BB), as well as a small
number of short-period stations (cut-off period of 1–2 s, SP), for a
total of nearly 900 stations (Fig. 2b). We kept the broad-band records
of 40 shallow (depth < 40 km) teleseismic events in the period
2008–2014 with magnitude (Mw) greater than 6.5. The epicentral
distances from the centre of the array range from 20◦ to 100◦ to
avoid near-source effects and interference from higher modes of
Rayleigh waves (Hariharan et al. 2020, 2022). Most events are
located in the Pacific (Fig. 2a). The information on the earthquake
origin time, location and magnitude, were extracted from the ISC
catalogue (Fig. 2).

3.1 Data selection and preparation

The vertical component records are first deconvolved from the in-
strumental response to correct for variations of phase and amplitude
caused by the different types of sensors, and then detrended and re-
sampled at 1 Hz.

For each earthquake, we calculate correlation coefficients be-
tween all station pairs, including autocorrelation, and wrote these
coefficients into a 2-D N×N correlation matrix, with N the number
of stations that have recorded the earthquake. We then compute col-
umn averages to obtain a vector containing N average correlation
coefficients.

Our first selection criterion is to reject a record if

abs (c [i] − c.median) > threshold ∗ c.std,

where c[i] designs the average correlation coefficient for station i,
abs the absolute value and std denotes the standard deviation.

We then considered the energy and dominant frequency of all
traces and used the same criterion for the identification of outliers.
The thresholds for the three criteria (correlation coefficient, energy
and dominant frequency) are set to 3, 3 and 5, respectively. Broad-
band and SP seismograms are screened separately according to these
three criteria. After quality control, 33 753 traces were preserved
from an original data set of 41 145 traces.

3.2 Fundamental mode extraction

We isolate the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves (R0) by the
frequency–time analysis (FTAN) described in Bensen et al. (2007).
We first extract dispersion curves of group velocity on each record
by picking the local maximum amplitudes on dispersion spectro-
grams. A time–frequency phase-matched filter based on the dis-
persion curve is then applied to the raw waveforms to extract the
fundamental mode and remove multipathing effects. Fig. 3 shows an
example of a Rayleigh wave recorded by station GGS before (black
line) and after (red line) phase-matched filtering. The filter was built
from the dispersion curve picked on the dispersion diagram shown
in Fig. 3(b).

It is often difficult to pick dispersion curves from dispersion di-
agrams. In addition, because our data set is large, with more than
30 000 waveforms recorded by nearly 900 stations, picking the dis-
persion curves cannot be done manually. To improve the signal-to-
noise ratio and automatize the dispersion measurements, we com-
pute local averages of dispersion diagrams, considering the up to
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Figure 3. Time–frequency filtering for the isolation of the fundamental
mode. The 2013 February 07 Mw 6.7 Solomon event was recorded by
station GGS. (a) Vertical component seismograms before (black) and after
(red) applying the isolation filter. (b) Spectrogram of the raw waveform.
Dashed red line indicates the picked group velocity dispersion curve. (c)
Dispersion diagram after filtering.

20 closest stations within 200 km from each station (Figs 4a and b).
The dispersion diagram is much cleaner after stacking spectrograms
from nearby stations. The automatic extraction of dispersion curves
is thus greatly simplified and much more robust. Note that at this
point the dispersion curves do not need to be very precise because
they are only used for extracting the fundamental mode and cleaning
the waveforms.

We then decompose the signal in the Fourier domain in order to
obtain a collection of sinusoidal time functions for each frequency.
Each sinusoid is tapered with a Gaussian function centred on the
picked arrival time of the surface wave at each frequency. The
width of the filter is given by a fixed multiple of periods (5 here), so
that the taper is broader for lower frequencies. We then reconstruct
the filtered signal by simply summing the filtered sinusoids. After
filtering, both body and coda waves have been suppressed (Figs 4c
and d).

3.3 Traveltime measurements

We measure inter-station phase delays by cross-correlating the fil-
tered waveforms (Fig. 5a). The cross-correlation functions (CCFs)
are then tapered with a narrow Gaussian function and the relative

traveltimes are read from the maxima of the CCFs at each period.
Even with carefully selected data, traveltime differences measured
by cross-correlation can be biased by cycle skipping. This problem
is particularly serious at high frequency or for stations that are far
apart, as in this study. To resolve cycle ambiguities, we use an ap-
proach that exploits additional information coming from the other
stations in the array and from the lower frequencies, which are less
severely affected by this problem.

We first process the CCFs starting from the lowest frequency
and progressively considering higher and higher frequencies. We
start our analysis at 150 s period. At such a long period, any cycle
skip is easily detected and corrected for. Moving to 130 s, the next
shorter period considered, we compare the delays measured at this
period to those measured at 150 s and correct them by the adequate
number of cycle skips so that they fall within one period from the
ones measured at 150 s (Fig. 5b). The same procedure is repeated
successively for periods 110, 90, 70, 50, 40, 30 and 25 s, and for
each pair of stations. Note that SP stations (cut-off period of 1–2 s)
were only used for periods below 50 s. The traveltime delays are
then stored in a 2-D N×N matrix (Fig. 5c). At this step, some cycle
skipping may still be present, as can be seen in Fig. 5(c) (vertical
and horizontal stripes).

In a second step, we determine by linear regression the average
traveltime versus distance curve (t–d curve, distance with respect
to earthquake sources) for each frequency using all the stations that
recorded the particular event considered (Figs 5d and e):

t − t ′ = s∗ (
d − d ′) + n∗T + o, (3)

where t and d represent time and distance at sampling points, t ′ and
d ′ the reference point, s the slope, n the number of cycle skips, T the
period and o the possible error of the reference point. Multiplying
by ω = 2π /T and taking the cosine of the resulting expression leads
to

cos
(
ω∗ (

t − t ′)) = cos
(
ω∗ (

s∗ (
d − d ′) + o

))
. (4)

We use a grid search to find the optimal combination of s and o that
minimizes the observed and predicted t–d curves. This grid search
is performed twice, covering s in the range 2–5 km s−1 and o within
a half-period during the first grid exploration. In the second grid
search, the ranges for s and o are respectively reduced to 5 per cent
and 10 per cent of their first searched values. Traveltimes are then
corrected by an integer number of cycle skips n = (tobs-tfit)/T, where
tfit is the time obtained after the two grid searches. We can see from
Figs 5(c) and (f) that the T matrix becomes much smoother after
spatial correction, which testifies the quality of our traveltime field
estimations (Fig. 5).

An example of traveltime measurement at 50 s period is shown in
Fig. 6. The cross-correlation coefficient matrix (Fig. 6e), obtained
by correlating each pair of traces, is indeed a very good quality
indicator. Most stations show large average correlation coefficients
(> 0.9), whereas some stations are clearly less correlated with the
other stations. These stations are easily identified by the vertical and
horizontal green stripes in Fig. 6(e) or in the map showing station
correlation coefficients (Fig. 6f). We use the coefficient matrix as
a proxy for measurement quality and eliminate stations that have
an average correlation coefficient smaller than 0.5. The remaining
measurements are then used to reconstruct the traveltime surfaces
of the wave fronts (Fig. 6).
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Figure 4. Filtering of Rayleigh waves on the 2013 February 07 Mw 6.7 Solomon event. (a) Average radius for spectrogram averaging at each station. (b)
Number of spectrograms averaged at each station. (c) Raw vertical component seismic records, low-pass filtered at 10 s. (d) Fundamental mode of Rayleigh
waves after time–frequency filtering.

Figure 5. Illustration of the cycle skipping corrections on the 2013 February 07 Mw 6.7 Solomon event. (a) Cross-correlation of two random cleaned traces.
(b) Phase unwrapping in the spectral domain. Blue line represents the estimated phase delays from low to high frequency. Orange line indicates the upper
and lower boundaries to constrain the estimation. (c) Traveltimes of all traces with all traces (T matrix) at period 50 s. (d) Traveltime delays versus distance
distribution before spatial unwrap. Red line indicates the fitting line. (e) Traveltime delays versus distance distribution after spatial unwrap. (f) T matrix after
spatial unwrap.

4 I N T E R P O L AT I O N O F T R AV E LT I M E S
M E A S U R E M E N T S W I T H S M O O T H I N G
S P L I N E S T O R E C O N S T RU C T
T R AV E LT I M E S U R FA C E S

Before computing the spatial gradient of traveltime fields, we first
need to reconstruct traveltime surfaces by interpolating the travel-
time measurements onto a regular grid (Figs 7b and c). Interpolation
with splines in tension (Smith & Wessel 1990), imposing minimum
curvature constraints, has often been used to address this problem
(e.g. Lin et al. 2009; Lin & Ritzwoller 2011). Here we follow the
approach described in Chevrot & Lehujeur (2022), which relies

on smoothing splines. The main advantage of smoothing splines
is that they offer an optimal compromise between fitting the data
and smoothness of the reconstructed traveltime surface. The travel-
time surface is obtained by searching for the minimum of the cost
function:

Q = 1

N

(
P · T − T obs

)2 + μ

M
�T 2, (5)

where T is the estimated regular traveltimes and T obs is the traveltime
field observed at each station, P the sampler to pick the value of T
at station locations, μ the regularization parameter, and N and M
the number of stations and the number of gridpoints, respectively.
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1870 P. Zhou et al.

Figure 6. Traveltime measurements for the 2013 February 07 Mw 6.7 Solomon event at 50 s period. Gaussian tapered waveforms (a) before and (b) after
phase delay correction. Red traces represent the reference waveform. (c) Traveltime matrix (T matrix) for all pairs of traces cross-correlations. (d) Traveltime
(T field) with respect to the reference red traces in (a) and (b). (e) Correlation coefficient matrix (coeff matrix). (f) Correlation coefficient field (coeff field).
(g) Traveltime delay versus epicentral distance curve. Red dots represent the estimated values and black dots indicate one period shift of the estimation.

We then search for the traveltime field that minimize Q, for which

∇Q = 0, (6)

under the boundary condition

∇T

∇n
= 0, (7)

where n denotes the direction orthogonal to the grid boundary.
Choosing the value of the smoothing parameter is still an active

topic of research. Whereas Chevrot & Lehujeur (2022) advocate the
generalized cross-validation method, here we use a simpler approach
which consists in finding the traveltime surface corresponding to a
fixed a priori value of the norm of the Laplacian (Fig. 7a), whose
value has been chosen by trial and error. We thus make the implicit
assumption that all surface wave fronts have the same smoothness.
The Laplacian is adjusted to balance the fit of traveltime data and
the final phase-velocity maps. After performing a first interpolation,
we remove stations where the traveltime residual is larger than
1 s (Fig. 7d) and perform a new interpolation, using the same
smoothness constraints as in the first interpolation (Fig. 7a).

Fig. 8 shows the residual root-mean-square (RMS) traveltime
misfit and the regularization parameter as a function of the average
cross-correlation coefficients as defined in Section 3.3 for all events
at 50 s period. Fig. 8 also shows that waveform quality does not
depend on the magnitude or on the epicentral distance of the event,
even though closer events provide records with larger signal-to-
noise ratio, and thus are more likely to pass all our quality checks.

5 P h a s e - v e l o c i t y m a p s f r o m 2 5 t o 1 5 0 s

After interpolation, from the gradient of the phase traveltime sur-
face in spherical coordinates we can derive the local phase speed
as a function of the direction of propagation of the wave (Figs 7f
and g). Hence, there is no need to perform a tomographic inversion.
For each period, we visually check the quality of phase-velocity
maps obtained from the different wave fronts and remove the ones
that show patterns with anomalously strong fluctuations. We per-
form a bootstrap analysis on the final data sets using 10 000 ran-
dom realizations to derive the final average phase-velocity maps for
each period. Errors resulting from neglecting the amplitude correc-
tion terms are averaged out by this azimuthal average (Lehujeur &
Chevrot 2020b). We finally obtain phase-velocity maps for periods
ranging from 25 to 150 s (Fig. 9). At shorter periods, our method
fails to provide robust and stable phase measurements, owing to a
stronger noise level and greater apparent complexities of seismic
waveforms resulting from multipathing. The number of earthquakes
kept for each period is shown in Fig. 10.

5.1 Comparison with previous studies

Many surface wave studies have produced dispersion maps or 3-
D models in various regions across China. Traditional surface
wave tomography using ambient noise or earthquake data has
been used to determine crustal- and upper-mantle structures be-
neath the NCC (Huang et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2011; Bao et al.
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Eikonal Rayleigh wave tomography, China 1871

Figure 7. Eikonal tomography procedure for the 2013 February 07 Mw 6.7 Solomon event at 50 s period. (a) Cost balance between the residual and Laplacian
term. Dashed red line marks the fixed Lalacian value. (b) Observed traveltime field. (c) Interpolated traveltime field. (d) Residuals between the detrended
observed and interpolated traveltime field. (e) Laplacian of the interpolated traveltime field. (f) Gradient of the interpolated traveltime field. (g) Phase-velocity
(or apparent velocity) map.

2013), the SCC (Shan et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2018) and local ar-
eas focusing on particular tectonic provinces, such as rift systems
(Jiang et al. 2013; Ai et al. 2019a, 2019b; Cai et al. 2021), su-
ture zones and orogens (Zhang et al. 2020). Few studies covered
the whole continental China (Li et al. 2013b; Bao et al. 2015;
Shen et al. 2016). Eikonal/Helmholtz tomography was applied in
separate regions of the SCC and NCC (Zhou et al. 2012; Hao
et al. 2021).

We compare in more detail our phase-velocity maps with the
classical surface wave tomography of Bao et al. (2015), obtained
from a much larger data set (more than 700 000 dispersion curves
and an even denser network that includes several regional tempo-
rary deployments). The comparison with their phase-velocity maps

at 25, 50 and 70 s is shown in Fig. 11. To first order, the two mod-
els are in remarkable agreement. For instance, the high-velocity
anomalies (HVAs) beneath the Ordos and Sichuan basins, which
can be related to the cratonic keels of the NCC and YZC, and the
low-velocity anomaly (LVA) beneath Tibet, which can be related to
the thickened crust, have almost identical geometries in both mod-
els. However, small-scale differences can be observed, for example,
beneath the CB and Tibet at 70 s. The amplitude of velocity anoma-
lies is smaller in Tibet and YZC in our 25 and 50 s phase-velocity
maps. In addition, the small-scale structural details in our maps,
for example beneath the NCC, are in remarkable agreement with
surface geology, which strongly suggests that they are robust and
well resolved.
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1872 P. Zhou et al.

Figure 8. Relationship between waveform quality and interpolation parameters. Solid circles represent earthquakes. (a) Relationship between the average
correlation coefficient and the RMS of residuals. Epicentral distance to the array centre is coloured and labelled on the right-hand side of the diagrams.
Diameters of circles are proportional to earthquake magnitude. (b) Relationship between the average correlation coefficient and regularization parameter (μ).

Figure 9. Phase-velocity maps for periods from 25 to 150 s. Major tectonic boundaries and basins are represented with grey lines. HVA: high-velocity anomaly
and LVA: low-velocity anomaly.

5.2 The cratonic blocks: North China and South China
Cratons

The boundary between high and neutral velocities at 25 s (Fig. 9)
correlates with the topography and gravity gradients (Fig. 1). The
velocity contrast between Tibet and the western YZC from 25 to
50 s is also consistent with the main tectonic divides. A salient
feature in the phase-velocity maps shown in Fig. 9 are the rift
systems in the TNCO (the Shanxi rift) and northern ENCC (the
Bohai rift). Both have a strong signature at all periods. These LVAs

have been imaged in many previous tomographic studies and may
reflect ongoing mantle upwelling (Jiang et al. 2013; Bao et al. 2015;
Ai et al. 2019a, b). The shapes of these two LVAs closely follow the
geometry of the Cenozoic rift systems and distribution of volcanism
(e.g. Xu et al. 2014), although we observe a clear offset between the
southern part of the Shanxi rift and the LVA anomaly in the 50 and
70 s phase-velocity maps, which has been documented in several
previous studies (e.g. Jiang et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2021). We refer
to the two LVAs as LVA1 and LVA2 for the former and latter ones
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Figure 10. Number of wave fronts used at each period.

based on geological divides, though these two LVAs are spatially
connected in our phase-velocity maps (Fig. 9).

Our phase-velocity maps at 50–150 s period reveal the details of
the deep architecture of the NCC and the SCC. The most predom-
inant feature in the phase-velocity maps at periods 110, 130 and
150 s is the very deep root (HVA1) beneath the YZC (Fig. 9). Such
deep fast velocity roots are not observed in the other parts of the
SCC (the eastern YZC, southern YZC and the CB). Another less
predominant high velocity anomaly (HVA2) is observed beneath
the Ordos basin (OB) in the NCC. This anomaly is less pronounced
at long periods, which suggests a different nature of the lithosphere
compared to YZC. Another high velocity anomaly (HVA3), located
in the southern ENCC, is observed at all periods. Its magnitude at
long period (from 110 to 150 s) is comparable to HVA2 underneath
the OB. Overall, the deep architecture of the NCC seems rather
heterogeneous and shattered compared to the more homogeneous
nature of the SCC.

6 S H E A R WAV E V E L O C I T Y I N V E R S I O N

To build a 3-D shear wave velocity model, we invert the fun-
damental Rayleigh wave dispersion curves extracted from each
pixel of the phase-velocity maps using a Bayesian framework
(Lehujeur et al. 2018). We estimate the posterior probability den-
sity distribution of the model space with a Metropolis algorithm
(e.g. Mosegaard & Tarantola 1995) that combines prior prob-
ability density functions (PDF) of the model and data spaces
(Tarantola 2005). The quality of a depth model can be written
as

llk (m) = logρM (m) + logρD (g (m)) ,

where llk is the logarithm of the likelihood, m is an array of pa-
rameters corresponding to a depth model, ρM is the prior PDF of
the model space, ρD is the PDF of the data space and g is the
theory function used to compute dispersion curves. Taking the log-
arithm of the likelihood increases the stability of the Metropo-
lis algorithm. The prior PDF of the model space (ρM ) is uni-
form for each parameter of the model (Table 1). The prior con-
straints on Vs, Vp/Vs and density in each layer are adjusted after
the ak135 continental model (Kennett et al. 1995; Montagner &
Kennett 1996). The prior PDF of the data space (ρD) is defined
using lognormal probability laws for each point in the dispersion
curve, and we assume that the phase-velocity measurements are
independent, that is, we use a diagonal data covariance matrix
(Tarantola 2005).

To constrain the crustal component, we add phase-velocity mea-
surements for periods between 10 and 22 s taken from Bao et al.
(2015). For each location, we invert the observed dispersion curves
with 12 independent Markov chains running in parallel. The moves
between subsequent models explored by the random walk process
are governed by a Gaussian proposal PDF, whose covariance ma-
trix is taken as diagonal. The diagonal terms are adjusted during
the inversion to stabilize the acceptance ratio of the chains to ap-
proximately 25 per cent. We use Herrman’s ‘Computer Programs in
Seismology’ suite of code (Herrmann 2013) for the forward compu-
tation of the dispersion curves. Each chain runs until 1000 models
have been kept. In the end, we select the 1000 best models found
by the 12 chains. The median of these 1000 best models is retained
as the solution to the inversion (Fig. 12). We then combine the 1-D
shear wave velocity models obtained inside each pixel to form a
3-D model (Figs 13–15).

7 R E S U LT S

Two examples of the posterior probability density distribution for
the S-wave velocity structure obtained by inverting regional average
phase velocities are plotted in Fig 12. The ak135 model (Kennett
et al. 1995) is also shown for comparison (purple line). In the lower
crust of the OB, the regional average model is lower than ak135.
In the uppermost mantle, the inversion requires a velocity increase
at depth from ∼60 to 150 km. From 150 to 250 km, the regional
average S-wave velocity is similar to the ak135 model.

Fig 13 plots a series of horizontal slices of the model at different
depths. The shallow crustal structure (10 km), related to surface
geology, is characterized by the LVAs associated with sedimentary
basins, including the Bohai Basin and SCB. High velocities are
observed in the orogens, such as the TNCO and QD. Around Moho
depth level (30 km), high velocities are observed in the eastern
part of the topographic and gravity gradients, and TP shows low
velocities. At upper-mantle depths, two HVAs are imaged beneath
the OB and inner YZC. Low velocities are observed in the broad
region of TNCO, ENCC, eastern and southern YZC and the entire
CB. From 170 to 200 km depth, relatively high velocities can be
seen in the southern part of the ENCC and the eastern part of the
TLF.

Eight cross-sections along latitude and longitude with their cor-
responding profiles shown in Fig 13 are plotted in Figs 14 and 15.
Profile AA´ cuts across the TP and the NCC. High velocities in
the uppermost mantle occupy the western part of the TNCO, while
the eastern part shows LVAs. Intermediate velocities are observed
at around 130 km depth beneath the OB. Section BB´ crosses the
TP and the southern NCC. The low velocities below the eastern
edge of the TNCO and TLF extend to 200 km depth. Strong LVAs
can be seen beneath the eastern YZC. Profile CC´ goes through
the TP and YZC. Strong HVAs lie beneath the western YZC. In
the middle part, relatively high velocities overlay low velocities.
The easternmost part of the YZC show an LVA. Low velocities un-
derneath intermediate velocities can be observed across the profile
DD´, which spans the TP, southern YZC and CB. Fig 15 displays
sections along latitude. Same patterns can be observed, such as
strong high velocities under the YZC and OB in profile FF´, low
velocities below the southern TNCO in profile GG´ and Bohai basin
in profile HH´.
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Figure 11. Phase-velocity maps for period 25, 50 and 70 s. The first row is from this study and the second row is derived from Bao et al. (2015). The third row
shows maps of standard deviation quantified by bootstrap analysis.

Table 1 Prior boundaries of uniform probability distribution for each parameter of the depth
model

Layer number
Depth range

(km)
Vs range
(km s−1) Vp/Vs

Density range
(g cm−3)

1 0–10 1.50–2.50 2 2.3–2.6
2 5–35 2.86–4.06 1.676 2.6
3 15–85 3.25–4.45 1.688 2.92
4 57.5–97.5 3.88–5.00 1.688 3.6
5 90–140 3.89–5.09 1.79 3.5
6 130–190 3.90–5.10 1.8 3.4
7 180–240 3.91–5.11 1.82 3.35
8 230–300 3.96–5.16 1.838 3.34
Half-pace 300- 4.05–5.25 1.842 3.39

8 D I S C U S S I O N

8.1 Phase-velocity maps derived from eikonal tomography

The phase-velocity maps obtained with our new implementation of
eikonal tomography are characterized by fine spatial resolution and
lower contamination by artefacts. Long wavelength characteristics
are in good agreement with that using more conventional surface
wave approaches (Feng & An 2010; Li et al. 2013b; Pandey et al.
2014; Bao et al. 2015). The key aspect of eikonal tomography is to
be able to measure traveltimes very accurately. In this study, this is

achieved by exploiting the information redundancy offered by the
whole seismic array, instead of analysing each record separately.
The seismic array is first exploited to build the time–frequency filter
to filter the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves. This filter also
removes the effects of scattering, multipathing and interferences
with other seismic phases in the seismograms. The cross-correlation
matrix also allows us to detect and discard the bad traces. The
whole array is used to correct for cycle skipping errors in relative
traveltime measurements, a problem that can often occur on data
filtered in a narrow frequency band. Finally, the phase-velocity maps
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Figure 12. Results of the depth inversion under the OB (longitude 109◦, latitude 38◦) and under the Cathaysia Block (CB) (longitude 110◦, latitude 25◦).
Dashed black models indicate the prior boundaries. Purple model denotes the ak135 continental model. Coloured models correspond to the 1000 best models
with their corresponding dispersion curves. The colours correspond to log-likelihood values. Solid grey models indicate the median (thick line), 16 per cent
and 84 per cent of the posterior distribution. The dispersion curves and error bars are displayed in red. RC0: phase velocity of the fundamental Rayleigh wave.

Figure 13. S-wave velocity anomaly maps at several depth from surface to 200 km. The contours of structural domains are the same as in Fig 1.
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Figure 15. Vertical cross-sections of S-wave velocities along EE´ to HH´. Locations of these profiles are shown in Fig 13. Crustal thicknesses are denoted as
black bold lines.

Figure 14. Vertical cross-sections of S-wave velocities along AA´ to DD´. Locations of these profiles are shown in Fig 13. Black bold lines denote the Moho.
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are simply obtained by smoothing spline interpolation, avoiding
solving a classical regularized inverse tomographic problem.

8.2 Destruction of the North China Craton

Cratons are continental regions where the Earth’s lithosphere has
remained largely stable since Archaean times. Cratons are charac-
terized by thick depleted roots (usually > 200 km), fast seismic
velocities, low heat flow and low density. Some cratons, such as
the NCC and SCC have experienced lithosphere modification and
destruction. Diamonds from Ordovician kimberlites in the ENCC
provide evidence for the existence of a thick (∼ 200 km) and cold
(∼ 40 mW m−2) lithospheric mantle root. However, mantle xeno-
liths carried by Mesozoic–Cenozoic magmas in the ENCC indicate
a thin, hot and fertile lithosphere (Menzies et al. 1993; Griffin et al.
1998).

Geological and geophysical investigations have revealed the
widespread destruction of the ENCC lithosphere. The removal of
∼100 km of cratonic root, usually interpreted as triggered by the
Mesozoic Pacific subduction (Niu 2005), has been confirmed by var-
ious local seismological studies (e.g. Chen et al. 2006, 2008; Huang
et al. 2009; Bao et al. 2013). However, the extent and mechanism
of the cratonic destruction is still controversial. Our phase-velocity
maps suggest preserved cratonic keels under the NCC (HVA2) and
SCC (HVA1). At longer periods (from 110 to 150 s), the HVAs
HVA2 are clearly less pronounced than HVA1, which suggests a
better preservation of the cratonic root in the YZC. The S-wave ve-
locity model also shows a less pronounced cratonic root beneath the
OB both in scale and amplitude (Figs 13–15). This could suggest
a lithospheric destruction under the western NCC. Low velocities
are broadly distributed in the eastern part of the TNCO, whereas
the high velocities in the west suggest the effects of westwards
subduction of the Palaeo-Pacific plate. Below the TNCO, LVAs
underneath intermediate-velocity anomalies can be observed. This
may imply the ‘bottom-up’ effects of lithospheric destruction by
thermal/mechanical erosion. Our results agree with the recent man-
tle density study which concluded that most of the NCC lithosphere
lost its cratonic signature (Xia et al. 2020). Overall, our model
is consistent with a broadly distributed lithospheric root removal
resulting from the Palaeo-Pacific subduction and roll-back, pos-
sibly reaching Mongolia and Russia, simultaneously as the NCC
(Sheldrick et al. 2020).

8.3 The South China Craton

Although there is no direct geochemical evidence suggesting the de-
struction of the cratonic SCC lithosphere, xenoliths carried by the
Mesozoic and Cenozoic basalts in the eastern and southern SCC
indicate a thin and fertile lithospheric mantle (Huang & Xu 2010).
Geophysical studies generally find a very similar lithospheric archi-
tecture for the eastern NCC and SCC, which would suggest that the
eastern part of the SCC has undergone similar processes of litho-
spheric destruction (e.g. Li et al. 2018). As a consequence, one of
the most salient features of the SCC is the intense Mesozoic igneous
activity (Zhou & Li 2000). The spatial and temporal distribution of
magmatism has been related to the flat subduction and roll back of
the Palaeo-Pacific plate (Li & Li 2007).

In our phase-velocity maps and 3-D S-wave model, the SCC dis-
plays a relatively simple structure with a pronounced high-velocity
core beneath the Sichuan basin and LVAs surrounding it (Figs 9
and 13–15). The thick cratonic roots beneath the Sichuan Basin

have been evidenced from receiver functions (Hu et al. 2011; Zhang
et al. 2018), surface wave tomography (Shen et al. 2016; Shan et al.
2017) and body wave tomography (Zhao et al. 2012), with proposed
lithospheric thicknesses varying from 130 to > 300 km. If we con-
sider an S wave of 4.5 km s−1 as the lower boundary of cratons
(Zhou et al. 2012), the lithospheric thickness should be greater than
200 km (CC´ in Fig. 14 and FF´ in Fig. 5). Strong gradient at around
120–130 km beneath the Sichuan basin very likely reflects the in-
ternal layering of the cratonic core, as indicated by S-wave receiver
functions (Zhang et al. 2018). The widespread LVAs in the CB and
eastern YZC are also in good agreement with the relatively flat and
thin lithosphere (60–100 km) imaged by receiver functions and sur-
face wave tomography (Li et al. 2013a; Shan et al. 2017). The flat
slab and roll back model is generally thought to be responsible for
the broad LVAs in the SCC. Slab-triggered mantle upwelling may
have erased the eastern and southern SCC lithosphere. The larger
volume of the LVAs in the SCC compared to that in the NCC may
be attributed to the different nature of the precambrian lithosphere
(Zhao & Cawood 2012) and to the dehydration of the subducted
plate (Xia et al. 2019).

9 C O N C LU S I O N

The newly developed smoothing spline eikonal tomography ap-
proach was applied to the dense CEArray to obtain high-resolution
Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps for central and eastern China
for periods between 25 and 150 s. A 3-D shear wave model has been
derived from these new phase-velocity maps. The phase-velocity
maps and 3-D model are characterized by a fine spatial resolution
with small-scale structures that can be correlated to known geolog-
ical structures, such as narrow rift systems or preserved cratonic
domains. Our model confirms the heterogeneous nature of the NCC
and reveals with great detail the domains where the cratonic roots
have been removed.
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